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1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to solve complex, societal problems policy-makers call upon science to provide explanations and 
predictions about how the natural and the social world work. However, when doing so, they need to take 
into account the specificities of science. Conversely, scientists need to take into account the specificities 
of policy-making when they want to disseminate their results to policy-makers in a more effective way. 
For this, interactions between science and policy have been conceptualized as science-policy interfaces 
(SPI), defined by van den Hove (2007) as “social processes which encompass relations between scientists 
and other actors in the policy process, and which allow for exchanges, co-evolution, and joint construction 
of knowledge with the aim of enriching decision-making” (p. 807). 

The concept of SPI has been well elaborated and investigated in the context of environmental policy-
making, but less so in other areas, such as in the agricultural, food and rural policy domains. Therefore, 
the aim of this deliverable is to apply the SPI concept to these domains, drawing on the existing SPI 
literature in general and on experience in European environmental policy-making, as analysed in the FP7 
projects SPIRAL and BiodiversityKnowledge and the DG Environment contract ‘Towards an EU mechanism 
interfacing science and policy on biodiversity and ecosystem services’ (Neßhöver et al., 2014) in particular. 
These insights are then illustrated using the ongoing policy cycle related to the Common Agricultural 
Policy, post-2020. 

The deliverable thus provides a roadmap or recommendations for improved communication between 
research and policy-making in the domain of agricultural and food policies. The paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 discusses the theoretical background of SPI. Section 3 gives an overview of practical 
issues related to the establishment of an SPI. Section 4 applies these insights to the ongoing agricultural 
policy cycle. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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2. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF SCIENCE-POLICY INTERFACES  

To understand the nature of SPIs requires an understanding of the nature of science itself. Science can be 
characterized by the outputs it produces, the processes used for producing output, the actors performing 
these processes and the context in which these processes take place (van den Hove, 2007). Interaction 
with the policy domain occurs in each of these aspects of science (table 1). 

Table 1: Intersection between science and policy 
Aspects of science Domains of intersection between science and 

policy 
Outputs Articulation of objective and subjective 

knowledge 
Scientific knowledge as an ingredient of policy-
making (explanations, predictions) 
Science contributes to emergence of issues on 
political agenda 

Processes  
Defining, framing, addressing a problem, 
designing potential solutions 

Pertain to both the scientific and the policy 
process 

Organisation and funding of research Science policy is driven by political considerations 
Results of science influence policy prioritisation 

Quality and validation processes Scientific validation process belongs to both 
science and policy processes 

Education and training processes Policy influence on orientation of education and 
training 

Networking processes Vehicle to channel scientific input to policy 
Actors Scientific actors in policy processes 

Scientific actors influencing policy according to 
their values and interests 

Context Technology becomes cause of major policy issues 
Politicisation of issues impact on the way science 
is conducted 

Source: van den Hove (2007), p. 814 
 
Science produces outputs in the form of knowledge that provides explanations about natural and social 
phenomena and that in turn can be used for making predictions. Policy-makers need to acknowledge that 
knowledge is not equivalent with truth,  because knowledge is always temporary and may be falsified by 
new theories (van den Hove, 2007). They also need to understand that different scientific disciplines 
within science have a different view on what knowledge is (so-called ontology). On the one hand, the 
natural sciences—but also economics—have a dualist ontology, that is, they assume that subjective and 
objective elements are separable. On the other hand, social sciences consider subjective and objective 
elements as inseparable: their position is one of ontological monism (Boylan and O’Gorman, 2006, cited 
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in Erjavec and Lovec, 2017). In other words, the latter position considers that objective knowledge is 
always intertwined with subjective knowledge which is social and political (van den Hove, 2007). Further, 
the role of science in the political processes may vary from a technocratic one—in which scientific values 
prevail—to a decisionistic one—in which political choice is prevalent (Habermas, 1971, as cited by van den 
Hove, 2007). Finally, science may have an agenda-setting role, through the discovery of new phenomena. 
(van den Hove, 2007). 

Examples of how different conceptions of the outputs of science play a role in the SPI are easy to find, 
also in the agricultural, food and rural policy domain. A famous example has been how the disagreement 
about the impacts of genetically modified crops in the framework of the International Assessment of 
Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology and Development (IAASTD) has led to the resignation of 
some authors and members (Feldman and Biggs, 2012; Kowarsch et al., 2017). Several authors have 
discussed the different framing of food and nutrition security in different debates related to the food 
system (e.g., Mooney, 2009; Freibauer et al., 2011; Maye and Kirwan, 2013; Candell et al., 2014; Sonnino 
et al., 2016). Freibauer et al. (2011) highlighted how European research policy tends to be dominated by 
a productivist paradigm giving insufficient attention to sufficiency based research—thus echoing the 
IAASTD (2009) findings. 

The processes of science interact with the policy domain in five ways (van den Hove, 2007). First, the 
definition of the parameters of a scientific study (issue, objective, relevant disciplines, methodology, scale, 
variables, etc.) are not isolated from the socio-political context. Second, science policy has an important 
impact on what is investigated, how that is done and how results are disseminated, particularly in issue-
driven science (as opposed to curiosity-driven science). Third, also quality and validation processes are 
influenced by policy, again particularly in issue-driven research. Fourth, science education and training are 
under joint control of science and policy. Fifth, scientists may set up networks as a vehicle to channel their 
input into policy-making, particularly science policy-making. 

Van den Hove (2007) derived a set of 15 normative requirements for SPIs in order to address the 
theoretical issues concerning the outputs, processes, actors and context of science. We have rearranged 
these requirements into four sets of challenges that relate to making explicit 

 the ‘perimeters’ of scientific research: understanding underlying assumptions, uncertainties, 
limitations and delimitations related to the type of knowledge and methodologies used is 
important to know how scientific output can and cannot be used by policy-makers 

 how these ‘perimeters’ depend on the values and interests of the actors carrying out scientific 
research 

 how these ‘perimeters’ depend on the values and interests of the actors financing and influencing 
scientific research 

 the role and responsibility of scientists to be reflexive about the consequences of science and 
technology 
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3. PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF SCIENCE-POLICY INTERFACES  

The provision of science-based policy recommendations takes places within a complex ecosystem 
(Gluckman, 2016). Reconciling the supply of scientific information with the demands of decision makers 
is not automatically performed in such an ecosystem leading to many frustrations among both scientists 
and decision makers (McNie, 2007). These tensions arise due to three types of barriers (Weichselgartner 
and Kasperson, 2010): 

 Functional barriers are the result of differences in objectives, needs, scope and priorities. 

 Social barriers are due to differences in cultural values leading to distorted communication, 
misunderstanding and mistrust.  

 Structural barriers refer to differences in institutional settings and standards, such as timeframes 
and reward systems. 

Taking into account these barriers while making sure that the aspects of science are taken into account in 
an appropriate way, Cash et al. (2002, 2003) developed the CRELE framework that stipulates that 
information needs to be (figure 1):  

 credible, that is, meeting the standards of science;  

 salient, that is, relevant to help solve the decision makers’ dilemmas; and  

 legitimate, that is, produced and exchanged using unbiased and fair processes.  

 

 

Figure 1:  SPI according to the CRELE framework (Own elaboration based on Cash et al., 2002, 
2003) 
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While all thresholds for all three attributes need to be reached, the interactions between them may result 
in both synergies and tensions. To ensure credibility, salience and legitimacy, boundary work needs to be 
set up to effectively break down the multiple barriers by active, iterative and inclusive communication 
between scientists and decision makers, enhanced by translating scientific jargon into accessible language 
but also by involving multiple stakeholders through mediation. Such boundary work requires dedicated 
actors who are accountable to their constituency and is organized around a set of boundary objects, such 
as models, scenarios, reports, etc. (Cash et al., 2002, 2003). An important task of an SPI is to manage the 
trade-offs between the three CRELE attributes. Sarkki et al. (2014) have identified four key trade-offs in 
SPIs: 

 A first trade-off is the personal time trade-off, that is, the choice of scientists and policy-makers 
between participating in an SPI versus doing other activities. Scientists are generally not 
motivated to participate in an SPI, because such activities are not supported by institutional 
reward systems that tend to emphasize the quantity and quality of peer-reviewed articles. But 
also policy-makers face time and motivation constraints to participate in SPIs for a variety of 
reasons. The increasing importance of ‘impact’ in science evaluation is slowly changing this 
system, while making SPI activities more closely aligned with policy cycles may increase 
participation by policy-makers. 

 A second trade-off is the clarity-complexity trade-off, that is, the use of simple messages versus 
the communication of complexity. As highlighted in section 2, communicating the ‘perimeters’ of 
scientific research is important for the correction interpretation and use of scientific results, but 
this conflicts with the request by policy-makers for results to be brief and written in an accessible 
language. It is not easy to resolve this tension. Moreover, the trade-off is context-dependent and 
may depend on the phases of the policy cycles, as more complexity and uncertainty may be 
preferred early in the policy cycle, but not in the implementation stages (Lövbrand, 2011, as cited 
by Sarkki et al., 2014). 

 A third trade-off is the speed-quality trade-off, that is, the trade-off between having rapid 
responses to policy needs versus time-consuming quality assessment. To reduce this tension, 
scientists do not only need know the relevant policy cycles and policy actors involved, but also 
should be willing to engage iteratively in an SPI. 

 A fourth trade-off is the push-pull trade-off, that is, the trade-off between supply- versus 
demand-driven research, which is a trade-off between independence and relevance. Policy-
makers are more likely to participate in SPIs in which mainly demand-driven research is discussed. 

Sarkki et al. (2014) conclude that a distinction should be made between trade-offs that are fundamental 
and cannot be resolved versus trade-offs that are resource dependent (i.e., more resources helps in 
resolving them), context-specific or dynamic. 
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4. SCIENCE-POLICY INTERFACES AND THE EU AGRICULTURAL POLICY CYCLE 

4.1. Introduction 

Using insights from previous research related to the improvement of the SPI for biodiversity and 
ecosystem services in Europe (Neßhöver et al., 2014), the concept of SPI is now applied to the agricultural 
policy cycle. An EU policy cycle typically has nine phases: (1) problem identification, exploration & framing, 
(2) identification of policy options, (3) assessment of policy options, (4) formal proposal, (5) policy 
decision, (6) policy transposition & implementation, (7) monitoring & reporting, (8) inspection & 
enforcement and (9) evaluation & review. We investigated how policy makers made use of scientific 
insights in each of the phases of the policy cycle related to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) by 
analysing policy documents and websites. Note that here we do not analyze the actions that scientists 
have taken to provide input, nor the actions that policy makers have taken to use scientific input: we are 
only considering the outcomes in the form of policy documents and websites.  

The policy cycle ongoing at the time of this deliverable relates to the CAP post-2020, and started in 2016. 
Figure 2 gives an overview of the CAP policy cycle, indicating important stepping stones in the policy 
making process (in terms of key documents and events) and indicating the type of scientific knowledge 
that is needed in each phase. The hourglass shape of the figure suggests that the scope and breadth of 
knowledge is broad in the initial phase, but then narrows down once options are defined and decisions 
are taken. Towards the end of the cycle, the scope and breadth broadens again feeding into the next cycle. 

4.2. Framing phase 

On its website (https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/future-cap_en) on the future of the CAP, the 
Commission specifically refers to three documents that shaped the first phase of framing, that is, the Cork 
2.0 Declaration in September 2016, the annual DG AGRI Outlook conference in December 2016 and the 
Agricultural Markets Taskforce (AMTF) report published in November 2016. In all three documents input 
from science is observed, but it is difficult to assess to what extent insights have been based on scientific 
knowledge. The Civil Dialogue Group on the CAP (consisting of NGOs and sector organisations) was also 
mentioned, but minutes to its meeting are not available on line. 

The Cork 2.0 Declaration itself is a set of normative policy orientations subscribed by the participants of 
the participants of the Cork 2.0 European Conference on Rural Development, that took place on 5-6 
September 2016 (European Union, 2016).  Four workshops were organized on the wider rural economy, 
the rural environment, innovation and rural viability. Each workshop was started by an introduction by 
two scientists. To identify clear scientific contribution in the Declaration is of course impossible, but the 
involvement of scientists at least suggests a significant contribution. 
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European Commission, EP = European Parliament, MS = Member State) (own elaboration based on Neßhöver et al., 2014, and  

https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/future-cap_en
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In January 2016, the European Commission set up an expert group called the Agricultural Markets Task 
Force to provide recommendations to enhance the position of farmers in the supply chain. Although four 
of the 12 experts were scientists, and the task force was chaired by Dutch academic and former 
Agriculture Minister Cees Veerman, the use of scientific input was limited. The report drew mainly on 
Commission reports and external studies carried out for the Commission or for the European Parliament. 

A final policy event was the 2016 EU Agricultural Outlook Conference organised in Brussels on 6-7 
December 2016. The Outlook Conference is organized primarily to present the Commission’s short- and 
medium term commodity market outlook, but it has grown into important annual event with some 
political significance. During the first day, various policy makers made statements—including the 
Commission’s President Jean-Claude Juncker and Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development 
Phil Hogan, who for the first time publicly framed the post-2020 CAP reform. Science-based insights were 
presented during the second day, as the result of model-based simulations, which were a joint effort 
between DG AGRI and the Joint Research Centre (European Commission, 2016). 

It is interesting to note that in this first phase, various actors from science and civil society unsuccessfully 
tried to reframe the CAP as an integrated Common Agriculture and Food Policy—a recommendation also 
made by TRANSMANGO. The Dutch presidency presented a discussion paper for the AGRIFISH Council of 
24-25 May 2016, entitled ‘Food of the future – the future of food’. This was preceded by an open letter 
written by IPES-FOOD under the leadership of Oliver de Schutter to Jean-Claude Juncker in April 2016 that 
was accompanying a draft concept note. The concept note was updated in October 2017 preparing a 
public event in May  29-20, 2018. The Dutch opinion was echoed in an opinion paper launched by 
Wageningen University & Research in September 2016 (Fresco and Poppe, 2016). Finally, a large number 
of NGOs launched a joint Civil Society Statement on the Reform of European Agricultural Policies, entitled 
‘Good Food, Good Farming – Now!’ was launched in March 2017. 

4.3. Policy options phase 

The second phase kicked off with the Inception Impact Assessment Report in February 2017, followed by 
a public consultation that ran from February to April 2017 and the results of which were made public in 
July and the publication of the Commission’s Communication in November 2017. In these documents, 
input from science seem to have been much smaller, yet focused. The Inception Impact Assessment 
Report lists five policy options and also lists the five studies commissioned by DG AGRI to prepare the 
impact assessment: 

 Study "mapping and first analysis of the CAP implementation" completed in November 2016 

 "Scenar 2030" (JRC): provides the analytical background for the assessment op options, finalised 
by Spring 2017 

 "Ecampa2 study" (2016) on greenhouse gas mitigation policy options for EU agriculture to assess 
the specific needs of the EU agricultural sector 
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 Study on the implementation of the new European Innovation Partnerships (EIP) in agriculture 
(November 2016) 

 Study on risk management in EU agriculture (intermediate results by Mid 2017) 

(http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/roadmaps/docs/2017_agri_001_cap_modernisation_en.pdf) 

While the public consultation engaged a large number of stakeholders, including scientists, science could 
have played a major role in the option to submit position papers. Of the 1423 position papers submitted, 
693 were identified as unique and relevant and were examined by a task force of 50 DG AGRI staff. 
However, only 11 came from research and academia (https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/future-cap_en) 
and so it is not very likely that these position papers had any noticeable effect. Scientists were more 
prominently present in the conference presenting the results of the consultation on July 7, 2017, as 
rapporteurs of four workshops organized by DG AGRI in the period March-June 2017 
(https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/events/cap-have-your-say/workshops_en). However, these workshops 
were not public (on invitation only) and speakers were selected by European Commission. 

The Communication on the Future of Food and Farming was published on November 29, 2017 (European 
Commission, 2017d). As this document concerns a Commission Communication, it contains no references 
to external sources. It is therefore more relevant to analyse the three background documents published 
by DG AGRI simultaneously with the Communication, that is, an economic, an environmental and a socio-
economic background paper (https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/future-cap_en).  

The economic background paper (European Commission, 2017a) is mainly based on in-house studies (i.e., 
carried out by DG AGRI itself or by the JRC) or on studies carried out in the framework for the European 
Parliament. For supply chain issues, evidence is related to the AMTF report, while evidence on 
cooperatives is based on own studies as well as 2012 external study carried out for DG AGRI. A specific 
reference to the FP7 project FLINT is made with respect to innovation. FLINT is a project investigating the 
expansion of farm data collection on topics related to sustainability and innovation and is therefore very 
close to DG AGRI’s own approaches. Reference is also made to one EIP AGRI focus group, that is, the one 
focusing on precision farming. Reference is also made to three H2020 thematic networks on the 
bioeconomy (Enabling, Panacea, Agiforvalor). An exception is made for the section on ‘behaviour biases’ 
in relation to collaboration and innovation in agriculture, as a list of 22  scientific references is published 
in annex. Most of the articles are from agricultural economics, and many from outside the EU, but 5 
articles are social-science articles. 

The environmental background paper (European Commission, 2017b) takes a similar approach, with many 
references to the IPCC and to studies by the European Environmental Agency (EEA) in addition to JRC and 
DG AGRI based studies. The paper seems to lean more on scientific articles, as we counted 15 references 
to scientific articles. However, 11 of these references are found in a section called ‘behavioural factors’ in 
relation to the adoption of agri-environmental practices, a topic overlapping with behaviour bias topic in 
the economic background paper, but it is remarkable that none of them overlap with the economic 
background paper. The environmental background paper refers much more to legislation, but refers to 
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EIP-AGRI and H2020 only in general terms. Specific reference is made to the Scenar 2030 study which is a 
joint effort between the JRC, DG AGRI, Wageningen Economic Research and EuroCARE (see section 4.4). 

The socio-economic background paper (European Commission, 2017c) has a broader scope and therefore 
needed to draw extensively on reports produced by up- and downstream sectors and by OECD. It also 
builds on the Scenar2030 study mentioned earlier. The paper makes much more use of scientific literature 
than the other ones, as more than 20 references were counted spread out throughout the paper drawing 
from different disciplines. It is noteworthy, however, that many of these references are grey literature 
(reports, workshops, seminars, working papers). EIP-AGRI and  its relation to H2020 is discussed a bit more 
extensively, but also taking a general approach with only one example to an operational group (ENU-
WHEAT on sustainable wheat value chains) and a focus group (short supply chains). 

While efforts to reframe the debate were still ongoing (cfr. Section 4.2), the Communication clearly set 
the boundaries of the CAP reform: direct payments would not be abolished, while a new delivery model 
involving more Member State involvement in policy implementation was proposed. Scientific debate 
during the consultation seem to have narrowed down to the choice of instruments (Hart et al., 2016; 
Matthews, 2016; Buckwell et al., 2017) or the implementation of instruments (results based approach of 
agri-environmental measures). 

4.4. Impact assessment phase 

Key to the impact assessment phase is the impact assessment of policy options to be published by the 
European Commission mid-2018. As mentioned in section 4.3, the Scenar 2030 study forms the analytical 
backbone of the impact assessment. The study is based on three models—MAGNET, CAPRI and IFM-CAP—
that are all part of the iMAP platform (M’barek et al., 2017). iMAP is an integrated Modelling Platform for 
Agro-economic Commodity and Policy Analysis that is hosted by the JRC in collaboration with DG AGRI 
and several academic and international research institutions (M’barek et al., 2012). It seems an effective 
SPI with a clear focus and with the JRC as convenor/host of the SPI. 

4.5. Discussion 

While, theoretically, the scope for input was wide during the first phase of the agricultural policy cycle 
(2016), the input from science seems to have been quite limited. Noteable exceptions were the Dutch 
initiatives by the Dutch government and Wageningen University & Research on the one hand and IPES-
FOOD on the other. However, more substantive IPES-FOOD reports and efforts by NGOs and scientists to 
reframe the debate only took place in 2017, when the policy cycle was already in the second phase, such 
that these actions were relatively in effective. 

Scientific input into the second  and third phase of the agricultural policy cycle seem to have been 
channelled in two ways: (1) through the studies commissioned by the European Commission (see 
Inception Impact Assessment) and the European Parliament (e.g., Bardaji et al., 2016; Dax and Scopus, 
2016; Mahé and Bureau, 2016; Matthews, 2016; Terluin et al., 2017; Zagata et al., 2017) and (2) through 
the modelling work carried out by the Commission services themselves. Both constitute important 
boundary objects in the SPI related to agricultural policy making, while the modelling work is organized in 
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a formal SPI called iMAP. The iMAP is a well-established community of researchers and policy-makers, but 
is limited to modelling work. 

Opportunities for imputing policy recommendations into the agricultural policy cycle therefore seem 
limited, but the Commission Communication made an important opening: the Commission proposes a 
new delivery model in which “the Union should set the basic policy parameters (objectives of the CAP, 
broad types of intervention, basic requirements), while Member States should bear greater responsibility 
and be more accountable as to how they meet the objectives and achieve agreed targets” (European 
Commission, 2017e, p. 9). This may create a new window of opportunity during the implementation phase 
during which the new CAP will be transposed into Member State legislation. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this deliverable was to provide a roadmap for better delivering policy recommendations to 
policy-makers. For this, we used the concept of science-policy interface and we illustrated this with an 
analysis of how the SPI works in relation to the agricultural policy cycle. We can conclude that demand-
driven science that fits within the frames of current policy frameworks finds it way easier to policy-makers 
than research that questions these frames, such as the research carried out in TRANSMANGO. Windows 
of opportunities to impute frame-breaking policy recommendations are more likely to exist in the 
beginning or at the end of the policy making cycle. The current CAP proposal does create an opening for 
renewed input at Member State levels, as the transposition of the new CAP post-2020 will create new 
policy cycles at national and regional level, albeit in the framework of the agreed-upon CAP. 

Effective science-policy interfaces exist for very focused research, such as agricultural modelling, but 
seems to be absent for broader issues, such as supply chain issues, rural development, food system 
approaches, etc. Being conscious of this lack of SPI, the Commission has launched a call for a coordination 
and support action for a rural society-science-policy hub in the 2018-2020 Work Programme of Horizon 
2020 (RUR-01-2018-2019: Building modern rural policies on long-term visions and societal engagement). 
Yet, other issues require more structured science-policy interfacing as well. Meanwhile, if scientists aiming 
at putting their findings into practice, they need to more mindful of and actively engage with existing 
policy cycles.  
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